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Market research reveals that the motor scooters sales have rocketed high over the last decade
primarily because most people are struggling to cope with the ever rising fuel prizes. In fact, the gas
prizes have almost doubled it in the last five years therefore leaving no other options before the
consumers but to madly hunt for cheaper alternatives.

There was a time when the two wheelers used to be considered as nothing more than a fun toy with
time, the scenario have totally changed. Even today, you can find the older models of two wheelers
with 50cc engines but with technological advancement, larger as well as technically stronger and
potent models are available in the markets today. With an over 100cc engine with additional
features such as larger tires, radios and windshields, there are a lot to choose from therefore
making purchasing a bit tricky.

Engine- Depending on budget opts for an engine that suits your requirements. For instance, while
the engines with lesser capacity of say 100cc are cheaper and suitable for city drive, the more
expensive ones with stronger engines are highly versatile and can be used in the highways as well.

Features And Prize- Get it clear that prize will be solely dependent on features. Therefore, instead
of running after additional features, the intelligent move will be to try and go for the required
features. To make it a bit clearer, based on the quality and duration of drive you will be taking, the
place you will be using the scooter and the type of seats you prefer to have in your two wheeler, opt
for the model that comes with a fair storage capacity, enhanced suspension systems, radio, good
large tires and most importantly a windshield. Anything more will be an added bonus.
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For more information on a motor scooters, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a cheap atv!
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